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Satan's Schemes
II Corinthians 2:11

. .in order that satan might not outwit us. For we are not unaware of his schemes."
2 Corinthians 2:II (N1V84)

Have you ever noticed that some Christians seem to blame any problem or difficulty that arises
in their life on satan? Car breaks down, traffic makes them late, person gets hurt, computer has
problems, not enough money at the end of the month, they are feeling sad - it is all an attack
from satan. "Please pray for me, I'm under attack from satan." Are they? Wouldn't it be
great to know? One of my favorite cartoons from the 1970's had a man sick in a hospital bed
literally green with nausea. A preacher comes in and thunders "renounce the devil". The man
responds "I'm in no condition to antagonize anyone".

Other Christians just roll their eyes whenever someone talks about the demonic. They
understand temptations from our culture, but the idea that satan and the demonic are actively
working to stop people from witnessing, regularly serving Jesus or going to church just seems
unreal to them. "Don't people just use satan as an excuse for natural problems, sickness
and their own laziness?" Yet Jesus faced powerful attacks by satan right from the start of His
ministry. Wouldn't it be great to better understand how satan and the demonic attack the normal
Christian?

That is what we are going to attempt today - so 1 hope you have a pen ready & your mind
sharp. By the way the small "s" at the start of satan's name throughout the outline is deliberate
- it is my way of saying satan is in no way on the same level as our Lord Jesus Christ.

Let's read II Corinthians 2:11 together. READ. Paul states two things clearly. First that satan
y|s active around us trying to deceive or defeat us by being smarter or more clever. The word

^  satan' means 'adversary.' satan and the demonic are evil spirits which oppose Jesus' church
^5^ Christians. They want to incite us to turn from God, stop our spiritual growth, disobey God

and be ineffective for God, Second, Paul states clearly that the Corinthian Christians already
know satan's schemes - "For we are not unaware of his schemes" — they already know how
satan works. Where did they learn about the schemes of satan? The New Testament hasn't
been written yet. And when it is written, outside of the spiritual warfare section at the end of
Ephesians 6, Paul's letters don't have extended sections talking about it.

Where did Paul, his fellow missionaries and the early church get their confident knowledge of
satan's schemes? From the Old Testament The Old Testam^t clearly shows us how satan
works, what tricks he uses, & how he tries to defeat ChristranS&nideMey^^^ttf^s. God
reveals satan's playbook to us in the Old Testament so we can recognize those attacks and not
be misled. What's most fascinating is that there are only 4 places in the whole Old Testament
where satan interacts with a human. ONLY FOUR! And each one is very different. These 4
passages show us clearly how satan and the demonic will attack us. Understand these 4 types of
attacks and you'll better be able to defeat them.
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PROPOSITION; By knowing the four primary ways satan tries to deceive us or make us
ineffective for God's service, we can elude his traps, avoid unnecessary pain and be triumphant
in our Lord Jesus Christ.

1. Adam and Eve Genesis 3:1-7

A. Attack #1: ENTICE (deceptive appeal to our desires) & make claims there are NO
CONSEQUENCES to disobey God

SO where is the first place in the Old Testament where safaTiTis seen with a
human? ABSOLUTELY - the Garden^f Eden where he takes on the form of a

serpent and tempts Adam and Eve. ̂dam & Eve were the first humans, created in the
image of God and placed in paradise - the Garden of Eden. God gave them just 1
boundary - don't eat the fruit of a particular tree called "the tree of good and evil".
God clearly told them the consequences of disobedience were awful - they would die.
God didn't explain more - they had to believe and trust Him as God AS they enjoyed
all the rest of creation and positive relationships.

That's where satan steps in taking the form of a serpent. READ via *^Did God really
sayf you must not eatfrom any tree in the garden?*" satan is trying to create doubt
in the goodness & wisdom of God. Then v 4. READ. "Nothing had is going to
happen, in fact you 11 gain so much. " Did that turn out to be true? Not at all -
incredible pain, heartache and brokenness have come into this world, we are separated
from God (spiritual death) and all humans die physically.

So Satan's first type of attack is to encourage us to disobey a clear command of God's
by enticing us. He makes disobedience look good - he promises pleasure through
disobedience. And then he reassures people no harm will come from their
disobedience - **what*s the harm - no one mil get hurt - everybody is doing it" This
is by far the top scheme of satan and the demonic against Americans, satan wants us
to go by our feelings of the moment instead of the commands & principles of God.
READ V 6a. Don't choose your actions by feelings - have a higher standard.

B. Undermines God's ways - His commands, wisdom & absolute truth
In this first type of attack, satan is trying to undermine the wisdom and truth of God -
His ways and His commands!

C. Some examples
;  ̂ This attack is quite common in everyday life. Ads try to get you to covet what others
y^ have because they claim you won't be happy without it. That is the kind of temptation
-X we need to recognize and not give in to. Yet countless Americans are in deep credit

card debt that is enslaving them financially because they bought the lie no harm would
con^. Whether it is being tempted to have sex outside of marriage, lying so we won't
be embarrassed, neglecting regularly serving Jesus because we want to entertain
ourselves or justifying our hatred of others, IF WE go by our feelings & disobey God,
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satan has outwitted us and bad consequences are coming. I think this temptation is
easy to understand, but we want to go one step further than most teaching on
temptation goes ...

D. What does victory look like?
What does victory look like? How would Adam and Eve have felt if they didn't give
in to Satan's schemes? At the moment of victory it would have FELT like A BIG
SACRIFICE! Because to be victorious over this temptation of satan, we must deny
ourselves something that is being offered. That is what Jesus faced in the three ways
satan tempted Him. We have to remember that SHORT TERM this victory will FEEL
BAD, but long term we will rejoice again and again! When we obey we honor Jesus
who richly rewards.

In 8^ grade, I finally gave in to peer pressure and got high on drugs. "What could it
hurt? Look at what you are missing. Nothing is going to happen", they kept
saying. I was being tempted to disobey God who tells us never to get drunk on alcohol
or high on drugs. I was told all the good I'd receive and assured no harm will come.
This kind of attack of satanJsjneant to enslave us and miss the blessings of God. God
graciously^owed me how foolish I was, so I repented and turned away from them.
Fast forward 5 years to my freshman year at the University. My dorm mates
constantly pressured me to get high or drunk. Look at what you are missing! This
time I relied on the Bible's trufh instead of my feeiings. "Yup, I going to miss a
headache & hangover tomorrow, I going to miss regrets from words & actions I
don V remember, I'm going to miss relationships being messed up." I sacrificed a
present desire for the Lord, and ended up being protected long term from many
negative consequences and gained many positives.

II. Job Job 1-2

Attack #1 satan will entice us to go by our feelings to do something God disapproves of. To
be successful, we'll actuallyTEEL a temporary loss but we'll gain so much long term.

A. Attack #2: INTIMIDATE (raising fear to make us ineffective)
The second place in the Old Testament that satan interacts with a human is in Job
chapters 1 & 2. It is a long section, so I will just summarize it and you can read it later
this week. Here satan attacks the godly man Job by destroying his savings, terminating
his jobs, destroying his possessions and killing his kids, satan is trying to intimidate
Job so he stops loving, serving and obeying God. When that doesn't work, satan
strikes Job with painful, incurable boils, satan uses pain to try to turn Job away from
God. In this second attack, satan uses fear to try to make us ineffective, satan is trying
to intimidate God's people so they will either give up on God or back away from
publically standing for Jesus' truth.

B. Undermines God's power & sovereignty
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None of satan's attacks are about us - but they are about undermining God. This
second attack undermines God's power & sovereignty.

C. Some examples
Can you think of any ways that Christians are facing intimidation that makes them
want to back down from witnessing or publicly standing for Jesus? What happens
today if you stand for marriage as one man and one woman for life? Or that
homosexual sex is the same disobedience as pre-marital sex or adultery? Or that God
created 2 genders, male & female which are seen biologically in the DNA of every
cell in every person's body? You are called a hate-filled, ignorant, bigot. That
intimidation is trying to get you to back down and be quiet.

We pray each week for the persecuted church because satan is trying to use that
persecution to intimidate believers not to talk about Jesus to others. Many American
Christians have felt a similar temptation not to share their faith because they don't
want their family or social group to think bad about them. Another way satan uses this
attack is to bring problems and pain into our lives so we are kept from church or step
back from serving Jesus. Do you really believe all those hassles before church on
Sunday are just happening? Sometimes there is an instigator behind them trying to
intimidate you to quit. Here me clearly - if problems come into your life, it usually is
NOT an attack of satan - those problems are just a part of being in a broken world. So
ffimgs that make your life more difficult are not attacks of satan - you and I are not his
focus, opposing God is. So it is only those problems and pain that come into our lives
TO KEEP US from coming to worship together, serve in a ministry, witness to others
or believing in God. Those are the ones that can be from satan and we need to make
sure they do not keep us from worship, belief, serving and loving.

Now if we give in to this intimidation we become enslaved to those problems, pain or
fear. We put a neon sign over our head that says, "if I ever start to do anything
significant for God, just bring this fear, pain or problem in and I will back off
and go back to mediocrity." Ouch! When we overcome intimidation, we find
significance. 4nd we also face fewer of those attacks in the long run because satan's
not going to waste his time!

D. What does victory look like?
So what does victory look it? It is to be an overcomer. It is to continue in our spiritual
activity. It is to not let obstacles stop us. It is to worship in hard times like Job did. It
is to be thankful even though things are going bad. It is to show love in relationships
when little is being shown back. It is to step out in faith. This is what the Fab Four did
in the book of Daniel as Pastor Mark taught the men. Overcomers often don't start
brave - in the strongest of these attacks overcomers are overcome inside - like Jesus
in the Garden of Gethsemane. They genuinely feel the intimidation. But with the
smallest exercise of faith, something starts changing inside. A different attitude arises,
"I don't care what you bring satan, I'm not backing down." It is like Aragon
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saying in the Lord of the Rings, ''There may come a day when the hearts ofmen fail,
but it is not today This is what the Bible means when it tells us to resist the devil —
it means we keep doing what we know God wants us to do despite the obstacles. This
is why the last book in the NT puts such an emphasis on the Christian as an
overcomer. When I see the heart of an overcomer — I know satan can't win in this

area. But when I see people complaining, griping, blaming others and letting little
things keep them from God's work then I know they have already given in to this
attack.

III. King David's census I Chronicles 21:1-8

• What is the first way satan attacks? Temptation; he entices our feelings to do something
displeasing to God, then tell us there are no negative consequences.

• What is the second way satan attacks? Intimidation, he brings opposition, problems and
pain into our lives so we will back off doing any Jesus thing.

A. Attack #3: INCITE SINFUL PRIDE (provoking our self-focus)
The third attack is found inf|||jM^iiiijiHHtlSSB||j|||||^This one comes when
things are going good in our life - often really good. It is satan's way to attack Qg^s
blessings. When things are going great in the life of a Christian, satan tries to incite
our sinful pride by having us believe WE are really great and special. So we
"temporarily" forget God and do what w^ want - because it must be great since we are
doing so great! Inciting sinful pride & unleashing self-focus is like pushing the gas-
pedal of a car to the floor and not letting up. The car will crash badly sometime.

After a tough start under King Saul and then many years trying to bring the nation
together, things are finally going really, really good for King David. Victories all over
the place, unity in the nation, wealth expanding, peace starting - even the Philistines,
who had seemed unbeatable for so many hundreds of years, have now been brought
low. At the height of his power, 1 Chron 21:1 says, "satan rose up against Israel and
incited David to take a census of Israel," In v 3, even his "less religious" top general
knew this bad in God's eyes and it would bring great guilt on the country.

B. Undermines God's rule in our life

Sinful pride always undermines God's righteous rule in our life. In pride, we insist we
are the ones in control of our lives and we get to determine what is right and wrong.
• Some say "I don't need the church - it is just me and Jesus" (that's sinftil

pride egged on by satan and heading for a bad crash).
• Others say, '7 know God will accept everyone regardless ofwhat they believe "

(that's sinful pride - who are we to say that?).
• A number say "It's bigoted to say Jesus is the only way - all religions are

equally good" (that's sinful pride - the people saying it think they know more
than the dedicated followers of each of those religions - let alone God! And
many have never taken time to actually compare the religions).
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• Others say, "I'm a good person; I do lots of good things - of course I am going
to heaven" (that's sinful pride & the demonic are really rejoicing of how
effective that attack is in Western culture. I couldn't find recent data from the

US but in a study in Great Britain last year only 10% of the country believed
they would go to hell if there were such a place. And gender made a huge
difference - 14% of men said yes, while only 6% of women thought they
wouldn't make heaven if there was one.

When a Christian lets sinful pride rise up in their life, they start making foolish
decisions that really mess up their life. "Pride comes before the fall" which is a
combination of two different pieces of Proverbs 16:18. It is when things are going
good, when the pressure is off and we aren't struggling ~ that we are most tempted to
make foolish decisions that hurt relationships, inflate our ego, ignore God's warnings,
think our thoughts are the Holy Spirit's voice, rationalize scripture and bring down
God's discipline ... or worse!

C. Some examples
D. What does victory look like?

So what does victory look like? Victory is true Biblical humility which we spoke on
about a month ago. We are neither puffed upjior down on ourselves. We overflow
with thanks to God, recognize the help of others, seek ways to sacrifice to advance
God's work in this world and just have this sense of gratefulness. It is the most
pleasant of all the victories. For the truly humble believer, this attack often just
bounces off without them knowing. For the rest of us, it can feel like quite a struggle
until we let go of sinful pride and embrace thankfulness, contentment & appreciation
of God's grace instead.

IV. High Priest Joshua Zechariah 3
• What is the first way satan attacks? Temptation; he entices our feelings to do something

displeasing to God, then tell us there are no negatives.
• What is the second way satan attacks? Intimidation; he brings opposition, problems and

pain into our lives so we will back off this Jesus thing.
• What is the third way satan attacks? he incites pride & self-focus when things go good.

A. ACCUSATION (stirring up our shame)
('satan' is the Hebrew word meaning 'accuser' or 'adversary')
Turn to Zechariah 3 - 2"'^ to last book of the Old Testament & on pg 949 in the black
Bibles. The fourth time satan interacts with a human in the Old Testament is the least

known to Americans BUT it is what satan's name means. In Zechariah 3, we are
brought into the throne room of heaven. READ v 1. Literally 'satan is sataning' -
satan, the adversary, is sataning - that is accusing, satan doesn't have to lie — these are
real wrong things we have thought or done. Look at v 3. READ. Those filthy clothes
represent sin in Joshua's life. Joshua was the high priest who came back with
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Zerrubabel to help teach God's ways to the remnant and re-establish godly worship at
the temple after 70 years of none. The Hebrew people are politically weak, financially
poor and oppressed. Joshua is pouring out everything he has to serve God - but he
isn't perfect - there is real sin in his life as there are in every one of us here. In
carrying out his priestly duty, Joshua is standing before God to bring sacrifices for his
people and satan is accusing Joshua so God won't accept those sacrifices. Joshua
remains silent because he knows even.i^^ his best effort falls short of God's
holiness. It is the Lord who steps forward to answer these accusations. READ v 2.
The Lord doesn't say Joshua's sin is no big deal or that his good covers the bad. Look
at V 4. READ. The Lord provides the sacrifice, forgives Joshua's sin and puts His
righteousness on Joshua - which is pictured in the clean garments. In this attack, satan
is trying to undermine God's grace & mercy. ~

B. Undermines God's grace & mercy
C. Some examples
How does this accusation attack look to us here and now. It is actually something
many of us feel, but we don't recognize it as an attack. You are worshiping,
witnessing or serving Jesus and you start to feel you are no good for God or anyone
else. It is either unconfessed sin, sinful pride refusing to receive God's grace after
repentance or this fourth attack of satan. It is where we want to hide away and back
away from ministry when a past sin of ours we've confessed is mentioned - instead of
saying, "You are right, what I^d^as wrong, I so appreciate God's grace giving
me a new start." This attack is eni^ragkig that unbiblical statement, "God could
never forgive me for what I did." The accusations will be about real things we think
or do. And sinful pride is closely aligned here because when we feel these accus^ions-.
our old nature wants to respond with sinful ̂ ide instead of humble ccmftdence.

D. What does victory look like? James 4:10
What does victory look like? Spiritual inner brokenness, which stands naked before
Jesus! "Ees / have done that". Joshua was already in a humble, repentant attitude
coming in with the sacrifice for the people. If WE try to fight those accusations with
our arguments - like it is no big deal or give rationalizations why it wasn 't ourfault ^
or try to build our self-value or say ̂ Jesus accepts whatever I do because of love* — .
- we have lost that battle - we have been defeated by satan's attack because^sinful
pride has taken over and we've already seen its problem.'Yes, the ugliness of our sin
is real - whether it is current or years ago. Victory comes as we just stand in God's
presence with a humble, repentant spirit. Jesus then raises us up, rebukes satan & ^
makes us clean in God's sight! As James 4:10 says, "Humbleyourselves before the
Lord and He will lift you up," It is all done by God - it is not something we deserve
or earn. But we must revive God's free gift. We can tell if we have done this because
we will seek to obey Jesus more, be more thankful, and put more effort into spiritual
things. If we hide away in embarrassment, get angry because people brought it up,
mope around or wallow in self-pity then we have been defeated by satan's satanizing
and let sinful pride keep us from receiving God's free grace.
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